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Ship diesel engine disassembly and assembly (SDEDA) is essential for ship inspection andmaintenance and navigation safety.-e
SDEDA consists of various machinery parts and operations. It is crucial to develop a system of SDEDA operations to improve the
efficiency of disassembly and assembly (D&A). Considering the “AND” and “OR” relations (modeled as links) among the D&A
operations (modeled as nodes), an “AND/OR” network is developed to extend a specialized graph model for the D&A sequencing
problem in the context of education and training. -en, we devised a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to optimize the
SDEDA sequence based on the AND/OR network. Considering the flow balance in the AND/OR network, we developed exact
algorithms and random search algorithms using breadth-first, branch cut and depth-first strategies to minimize the cost of the
shortest path that represents an optimal sequence of D&A operations. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first try to formulate
the D&A operations by an extended network model. Numerical experiments show that the proposed algorithms are practical for
solving large-scale instances with more than 2000 D&A operations. -e breadth-first shortest-path algorithm outperforms the
MILP solver from the perspective of solution quality and computing time, and all developed algorithms are competitive in terms of
computing time.

1. Introduction

A diesel engine is ship equipment that is essential for
navigation and various shipping operations [1]. Ship diesel
engine consists of a wide variety of machinery parts that are
interconnected and mutually constrained. A single part is
connected to several connecting components and is a pre-
constraint of multiple parts. Ship diesel engine disassembly
and assembly (D&A) (simplified as SDEDA) operations are
complicated. It requires the operators to be aware of the
parts’ connections. When repairing or replacing specific
parts, the operator develops a disassembly plan following
consideration of the predisassembly conditions of the parts,
subsequent disassembly constraints, and the state of the
parts [2]. Besides, it is essential to establish a reasonable and
efficient part D&A operational system to reduce redundant

operations and improve equipment maintenance efficiency.
Notably, different from general D&A operations that are
conducted at specialized workshops or even factories, the
SDEDA is generally handled on ships in ocean shipping.-e
skills of the seafarer operators are so crucial at such occa-
sions that the D&A operations must be optimized, and thus,
we try to standardize the optimal SDEDA processes for
education purposes. In the context of education and
training, typical test scenarios include finding an optimial
sequence of disassemble sequence or assembling some parts
of an engine with minimal steps.

-e SDEDA process includes operations of D&A,
maintenances, and overhauls. A widely used diesel engine
(the type number is 6135) is taken as an example in this study
due to the following reasons: this diesel engine is general and
widely used in the shipping industry; it is a basic
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configuration for the labs in maritime universities, and so we
can use it for experimental studies. -e disassembly process
of this diesel engine involves 509 possible operations of 60
parts when we disassemble all these parts through various
paths. Generally, we use 47 machinery tools to remove the
diesel engine’s block components or parts, replace or clean
the piston, inject the oil, and handle the inner circulating
water pipes. Due to the complexity of the equipment
structure, the disassembly process needs to strictly follow the
procedural principles: “from top to bottom,” “from the
outside to the inside,” and “first removing, last installing.”
We conclude these principles according to the positions and
the sequences of operating the parts. In real operations, the
order of D&A of parts is usually determined and guided by
experienced operators. So, D&A efficiency is affected by the
experiences of the operators. -erefore, we aim at devel-
oping a system of reasonable D&A operations, to optimize
the operations’ sequences to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of SDEDA [3].

-e main problems faced by SDEDA are as follows: first,
with the rapid development of the shipping industry, the
scale of waterborne transportation continues to expand,
which in turn leads to the aggravation of the maintenance
work of ship diesel engines. Meanwhile, the aging problems
in ships stimulate the increment of maintenance costs. -e
increasing amount of upgraded maintenance tasks and
workload continuously requires improving maintenance
efficiency. Second, modern ship engines are big and con-
figured with complex electromechanical systems. In the
D&A operations, the illegal activity will give rise to un-
imaginable damages or loss to the engines. It is not even
possible for the operators to quickly locate the faulty
components, which affects maintenance efficiency as well. In
the case of time-sensitive requirements, the optimized D&A
sequence and skilled operations have direct impacts on the
ship repairing and operational costs.

We organize the remainder of the paper as follows:
Section 2 presents related studies on machinery D&A.
Section 3 introduces the methods used to model the D&A
operational network. Section 4 devises the shortest-path
model for D&A sequence optimization; Section 5 describes
the algorithms for the shortest-path optimization based on
the AND/OR network; Section 6 gives numerical studies to
show the effectiveness of the proposed models and algo-
rithms. -e remarks and conclusion summarize the findings
and indicate future directions in Section 7.

2. Related Studies

-e research on SDEDA mainly concentrates on D&A
technology and tools. First, we can classify the D&A tech-
nology research as a virtual and real type. In terms of real
D&A, Hu et al. reviewed assembly representation methods,
sequence generation methods, and assembly line balancing
methods. -ey discussed the operational complexity of the
assembly system and the role of the human operator from
the perspective of product types, and disassembly and
remanufacturing are challenging in the presence of a large
number of product types [4]. Zhu et al. established an

SDEDA database for D&A, ship management, ship repair,
and ship craft teaching [5]. -e database has various
functions (such as browsing query, display, addition, dele-
tion, and modification) and can provide services such as
D&A preparation, D&A methods, operation procedures,
and disassembly precautions. Tan et al. studied the disas-
sembly process of offshore oil and gas platforms, considered
the risks and costs of offshore operations, adopted the re-
verse installation method to minimize the elevator time,
designed the A∗ algorithm, and optimized the D&A process
of the components [6]. Chang et al. believed that the in-
tegration of upscale manufacturing equipment and main-
tenance services is not sufficient to ensure functional
availability [7]. -erefore, they established an integrated
product-service network model based on complex network
and operational readiness. -e model incorporates func-
tional units, structural module units, and service execution
activities to reveal modeling processes based on function-
ality, structure, service network, and network dependencies.
-e D&A technology used in the real process can be applied
in practical directly but needs more cost. So, Qing et al. used
Catia and Maya’s modeling techniques to build an engine-
overhaul plant simulation platform to avoid the disadvan-
tages of real operation [8]. Hong and Qi-Long used a Petri
net to obtain a general disassembly modeling method and
expressed the disassembly process in an orderly manner [9].
Apart from single real or virtual technology, Chen et al.
proposed a combination of virtual and practical assembly/
disassembly [1]. -e D&A of the crankshaft connecting rod
piston parts was taken as an example to introduce the
contents and steps of combined D&A. Feng considered the
sustainability issue of D&A in the context of product re-
covery [10]. -e D&A sequencing problem may incur un-
certainties that make the problem even challenging [11].

Second, there are some research studies which focus on
the selection and design of D&A equipment, sequencing,
planning, and decision-making support systems. Güngör
believes that D&A design is before product maintenance and
remanufacturing, and the most critical issues are the choice
of connectors [12]. Nahas formulated the machine type as
decision variables to establish an optimization design model
of the D&A manufacturing network and proposed an op-
timization method based on the proxy algorithm [13].
Starting from the overall structure of the process tree, Xie
et al. proposed a process sequence sorting strategy to divide
the processes into internal processes and external ones and
optimize the scheduling sequence [14]. Pellegrinelli et al.
studied motion planning and scheduling methods to reduce
the cycle time of mission planning. -ese methods involve
trajectory selection, task sequence, and task assignment [15].

Among these related studies, D&A operation optimi-
zation emerges as the primary research stream in the lit-
erature, as studied in Table 1. We reviewed 19 journal papers
by using the querying keywords, disassembly, and assembly.
We use four dimensions to examine the research charac-
teristics of these studies. In the “D&A” dimension, we can
find that 12 studies focus on “Disassembly” and six studies
focus on “Assembly,” while only one handles D&A simul-
taneously. In the “Issues” dimensions, 14 papers target at the
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“Sequencing” topic, while other studies investigate different
aspects of sequencing and its system. In the column of
“Modelling features,” graph-based models are dominant in
this research field. Precedent graphs are baselines of almost
all studies, while “AND/OR” graphs are delicate ones
considering the relations between an operation and its
successors. Most papers describe the modeling results as a
comparison base of the algorithms. Some studies utilize the
network generation process [24–26]; and some studies de-
scribe the models by the ideal hierarchy structures [29, 30].
We can group the algorithms into four categories, as studied
in the last dimension in Table 1. First, intelligent algorithms
are dominant, including genetic algorithm, scatter search,
and ant colony optimization. Second, the reviewed studies
use experience-based heuristics widely, e.g., multistage and
iterative algorithms.-ird, the scholars increasingly concern
the exact algorithms due to its computing performance,
mainly including graph algorithms. Fourth, some scholars
developed mathematical programs to describe the models
formally and possibly be solved optimally by on-the-shelf
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) solvers.

-e end line of Table 1 describes the characteristics of
four dimensions for this study. -e issues studied in this
paper are kinds of sequencing problems. We also use the
AND/OR graph as a basic model to formulate the com-
plicated process of D&A. However, besides general D&A
operations, we consider tools, parts, and backgrounds to
revise the general D&A operations and so the network is an
extended one. Besides, we also developed formal mathe-
matical programs. As for the solution algorithms, MILP
solver, graph traversal algorithms, and heuristics are all used
because their strengths are different.We extended the graph-
based algorithms by considering the AND/OR relationships.

In summary, although the above research results offer
useful ideas and inspiration for the SDEDA, a wide variety of
tools and parts involved in the process contribute to the high

complication. -e current procedures are still facing the
problems of time-consuming and requiring additional
studies. Because of these issues, this paper establishes the
AND/OR network optimization procedures to investigate
them.

-e contributions of this manuscript are as follows. First
of all, the paper construct the AND/OR network for the
equipment D&A process where the directed arc represents the
process direction, node means D&A operations, the “OR”
node represents the optional process of the part, and the
predecessor of the node describes the pre-D&A requirements
of the part. Secondly, we formulated a MILP to minimize the
path between two nodes. Lastly, the breadth-first search al-
gorithm and search strategy are designed for the AND/OR
network to optimize the shortest path between nodes.

3. Methods

-e AND/OR network describes the logical relationship of
“AND” and “OR” in the connection between nodes, and the
node that has these relationships is called “AND” or “OR”
node. -e “AND” node indicates that the node can be
finished only by completing all its precursors (nodes). And
the “OR” node means that we end a node as long as we end
one of its successors in an AND/OR network [35]. -e
existing studies can generally address the precedence and
“AND” relationship issues, but not thoroughly discuss the
“OR” relations in the developed solution methods [36].

In the complex context of SDEDA, AND/OR networkG is
used to describe the network of D&A operations. G � (V, A)

defines a directed graph, where V is a set of nodes repre-
senting D&A operations, consisting of “AND,” “OR,” and
common nodes; A is a set of directed arcs indicating the
process, linking operation and one of its subsequent opera-
tions. An “AND” node indicates that the corresponding
operation can be performed only by finishing all its precursor

Table 1: Pioneering studies on D&A operations optimization.

D&A Issues Modeling features Algorithm
[16] D Sequencing Precedence graph Scatter search
[17] D Sequencing Precedence graph Network flow
[18] D Sequencing Precedence graph -ree-stage iterative procedure
[19] D Sequencing AND/OR graph Iterative method
[20] D&A Sequencing Precedence graph Genetic algorithm
[21] D Sequencing AND/OR graph A two-phase algorithm
[22] D Sequencing AND/OR graph Graph algorithm
[23] D Sequencing Precedence graph Decision trees
[24] A Sequencing Network and elimination Case-based reasoning algorithm
[25] D Sequencing Network and elimination Efficient encoding and decoding strategy
[26] A Sequencing Exploded view generation Hybrid conjugated algorithm
[27] D Sequencing Descriptive model Hybrid ACO
[28] D Sequencing Decision tool Descriptive
[29] A Subassembly Hierarchy Graph algorithm
[30] A Classification Hierarchy Ant colony optimization
[31] A Solution space Precedence graph Ant colony optimization
[32] D Line balancing Assignment model Hybrid genetic algorithm
[33] A Graph generation AND/OR graph MILP
[34] D Presentation Precedence graph Genetic algorithm
# D&A Sequencing AND/OR graph MILP, graph algorithm, heuristics
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operations. And an “OR” node means that we must conduct
at least one of the successor nodes. For example, at the point
of “checking the connecting rod bearing” (Figure 1), whether
to replace the connecting rod bearing is determined based on
the crack. From the perspective of education and training
operators, the choices of replacing rod bearing (T74) or
cleaning rod bearing (T75) are both available. -erefore, the
operation of “checking the connecting rod bearing bush”
(T48) is expressed as an “OR” node inG, as shown in Figure 1.

In the AND/OR network, the shortest path is a sequence
between two specified nodes in the network such that their
constituent nodes link with each other according to the AND/
OR relations and the sum of the weights of their constituent
arcs is minimal. An “AND” node on the shortest path may
connect with multiple nodes due to its “AND” relation. An
“OR” node connects with one and only one of its successor
nodes.-e shortest path is significant for the D&A operations
because it represents a sequence of assembling or dis-
assembling parts of the engine with the minimum time cost
and operational cost. Figure 2 shows an AND/OR network
consisting of five “AND” node (a, b, d, e, g), one “OR” node
(c), one common node (f), eight arcs, and a feasible shortest
path from node a to g as well, where the square represent
common nodes, the circles represents the “AND” node, the
diamond represents “OR” nodes, the dotted lines with arrows
indicates the directed arc, and the solid lines with arrow
indicates the directed arcs through which the shortest path
passes.-e shortest path between the node a and the node g is
formed as follows. We construct the shortest path by starting
from the destination node g and then connect all the pre-
cursors of node g, covering node b and f. Next, as node d and
e are the successor nodes of the OR node c, we add only one of
them to the shortest path, such as node d. -en, we add the
nodes a and c to the shortest path because they are the
precursors of node b and d. Finally, we connect node c and its
precursor node a. -is shortest path needs to pass through at
least five nodes and six arcs from node a to reach point g.
Similarly, (a, b, c, e, f, g) constitutes another shortest path
with five nodes and six arcs from node a to g.

4. Model

We established an MILP ((1)–(12)) to minimize the arc costs
of the shortest path according to the balance of inflow and
outflow in the path as well as AND/OR logic relationship
between the nodes by using the notations as follows.

Sets:

VA, a set of “AND” nodes
VR, a set of “OR” nodes
VT, a set of common nodes
V 1, . . . , n{ }, a set of nodes, V � VA ∪VR ∪VT

A (i, j) | i, j ∈ V , the set of arcs linking the nodes in
V

Parameters:

s, an original node of the shortest path, s ∈ V

d, sestination of the shortest path, d ∈ V

Cij, the real number, time cost for arc (i, j), (i, j) ∈ A

Ii, integer, in-degree of node i in the network, i ∈ V

IM
i , integer, the required minimum in-degree of node

i if node i is in the shortest path, i ∈ V,

IM
i �

1, i ∈ VT,

Ii, i ∈ VA ∪VR

Variables:

xij ∈ 0, 1{ }xij � 1, if arc (i, j) is in the shortest path;
otherwise, xij � 0, (i, j) ∈ A.
ui ∈ 0, 1{ }ui � 1, if node i is on the shortest path;
otherwise, ui � 0:

minf � 
(i,j)∈A

Cijxij. (1)

which subjects to


(i,s)∈A

xsi ≥ 1, (2)


(i,d)∈A

xid � I
M
d , (3)

us � 1, (4)

ud � 1, (5)

M · ui ≥ 
(i,j)∈A

xij, ∀i ∈ V, M � |V|,
(6)

ui ≤ 
(i,j)∈A

xij, ∀i ∈ V,
(7)

M · ui ≥ 
(j,i)∈A

xji, ∀i ∈ V, M � |V|,
(8)

ui ≤ 
(j,i)∈A

xji, ∀i ∈ V,
(9)

xji ≥ 1 + M · ui − 1( , ∀i ∈ V
A

(j, i) ∈ A, M � |V|,

(10)


(i,j)∈A

xij ≥ 1 + M · ui − 1( , ∀i ∈ V
R
, M � |V|,

(11)

xij ∈ 0, 1{ },

ui ∈ 0, 1{ },

∀i, j.

(12)

Constraint (1) minimizes the cost of the shortest path; (2)
ensures that the out-degree of the initial node in the shortest
path is not less than one; (3) indicates that the in-degree of the
end node is equal to its requiredminimum in-degree. (4) and (5)
suggest that the shortest path must contain an origin and a
destination node. (6) suggests that if the out-degree of the node i

in the shortest path is greater than 1, the node i is included in the
shortest path; (7) indicates that if the out-degree of the point i in
the shortest path is 0, the node i is excluded from the shortest
path; similarly, (8) indicates that if the in-degree of the node i is
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greater than 1, the node i is included in the shortest path, and (9)
suggests that if the in-degree of the node i is 0, the node i is
excluded from the shortest path; (6) to (9) constitute the flow
balance of outflow and inflow of the nodes in the shortest path.
Flow balance constraint indicates that the outflows and inflows
of a node should be equal; for the shortest path, they should
equal one. Constraint (10) guarantees that the in-degree of the
“AND” node is not less than its minimum in-degree. Constraint
(11) ensures that the out-degree of the “OR” node in the shortest
path is not less than 1, indicating the “OR” node must select at
least one successor. In (12), the decision variables x and u must
be 0/1 integers.

Notably, in themodel for the investigated D&A problem,
we use s and d to represent the original and target part in a
sequence of D&A operations. Generally, s is a virtual origin
when we try to sequence the parts for removing d gradually;
d is a virtual origin when we try to sequence the parts for
assembling them into a whole from s.

5. Algorithms

In the AND/OR network, there exist three types of nodes,
namely, common, “AND,” and “OR” nodes. A typical node

requires that we complete one of its precursors; an “AND”
node requires that we complete all of its precursors; an “OR”
node requests that the algorithm travels one of its successors.
In the shortest path in the AND/OR network, one AND
node connects with multiple nodes. We cannot directly
apply the traditional breadth and depth search algorithms
of the shortest path to the AND/OR Network. -erefore,
we proposed the following three optimization strategies
for searching the shortest-path search in the AND/OR
Network.

5.1. Breadth-First Search Based on AND/OR Relations.
Some of the nodes in the AND/OR network may have both
“AND” and “OR” links with precursor nodes. In the AND/
OR network, one node can be a node of type “AND” and
“OR” simultaneously, according to the required number of
its precursors and the required number of its candidate
successors. -e coupling of “AND” and “OR” relations in a
single node increases the computing complexity of the
shortest path. -erefore, we developed Algorithm 1 to de-
termine the branches of choices from OR nodes and mark
the conflict nodes that excluded each other from the shortest

AND/OR
network model 

“OR”
node
T48

T74

T75

T48 check
connecting 
rod bearing 

T74 replace
connecting rod

bearing

T75 clean connecting
rod bearing

Crack

Figure 1: -e “OR” node representing an operation of selectable successor operations in D&A operations.
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b
d e

f

g

(a)

c

a

b
d e

g

f

(b)

Figure 2: (a) AND/OR network and (b) the shortest path from a to g (solid line).
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path. We removed the redundant nodes that are not nec-
essarily in the path from the origin node to the destination
node.

Algorithm 2 is a breadth-first shortest-path algorithm
with the AND/OR network G. Algorithm 2 starts the search

by initializing one path containing the destination node
and recording the destination as the new-added node in the
path. -en, the algorithm adds all the precursors of the
new-added node to the path and logs the precursors as
new-added nodes. During the process of adding precursors,

Input

G � (V, A): original network;
s: origin node of the shortest path;
d: destination of the shortest path.

Sets

Vor: a set of nodes;
Vde: a set of deleted nodes;
Ade: a set of deleted arcs;
Aadd: a set of new-added arcs;
Bi: a sub-set of “OR” nodes.
VOS: set of nodes that have successor relationships with node s;
VDP: set of nodes that have precursor relationships to nodes p;
VN: set of nodes in the cleaned network.
AN: set of arcs in the cleaned network.
VO: set of OR nodes in VN;
b: a branch of an OR node, consisted of nodes;
Bi: set of branches of OR node i, Bi � b1, b2, . . . ;
VC

i : set of nodes that are excluded from a path if node i is in the path

Output

G∗ � (VN, AN): the network starting from node s and ending in node d;
VC

i : set of conflict nodes of node i;
Bi: branches of OR node i;

Process

Step 1: find the successor nodes to which can be reached by a route from s, denoted as VOS,
VOS � i | (s, i) ∈ A or (j, i) ∈ A, j ∈ VOS, i ∈ V 

Step 2: find the precursor nodes from which the destination d can be reached by a route, denoted as VDP,
VDP � i | (i, d) ∈ A or (i, j) ∈ A, j ∈ VDP, i ∈ V 

Step 3: select the common nodes in both VOS and VDP, denoted as VN, VN � VOS ∩VDP.
Step 4: select the arcs among the nodes of VN to form AN, AN � (i, j) | (i, j) ∈ A, i, j ∈ VN .
Step 5: for v in VO

Step 5.1: select the successors of v, denoted as VS

Step 5.2: for vs in VS

Step 5.2.1: add the nodes having a successor of vs, denotes as bV
vs generate bvs � V1, V2, . . . , where V1 contains the nodes that are

successors of vs, V2 contains the nodes that are successors of nodes in V1
Step 5.2.2: for vN in bV

vs

Step 5.2.2.1: if vN exists in all bV
vs , vs ∈ VS

set vT � vb

go to Step 5.2
Step 5.3: for vs in VS

Step 5.3.1: for vb in reverse (bvs ): reverse (Set) means reversely visit the elements in Set
Step 5.3.1.1: if vT ∉ vb

remove vb from bvs

else
go to Step 5.3.1

Step 5.3.2: update bN
vs , bN

vs � i | i ∈ vb, vb ∈ bvs 

Step 5.4: for vs in VS

Step 5.4.1: for vN in bN
vs

Step 5.4.2: VC
vN⟵Uvs ∗(bN

vs ∗), vs∗ ∈ VS, vs ≠ vs∗

Step 6: output G∗ � (V∗, A∗), VC
i

ALGORITHM 1: Network cleaning and Branches Preprocessing.
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when a node vi to be added conflicts the nodes already in
the path p, a new path is generated from p so that the new
path contains node vi and excludes the nodes conflicted by
node vi. To increase the efficiency of the search of path with
minimal cost, we cut the paths with costs higher than the
current minimal cost in the algorithm. After all the paths
have added the precursors of their new-added nodes, Al-
gorithm 2 selects the path with the minimum cost as the
shortest path.

Figure 3 illustrates the generation of a new path during
the search for Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 starts the search by
adding the precursors v1, v4  of the destination v5 and
obtains the path containing nodes v5, v1, v4 . -en, the
algorithm adds the precursors v2, v3  of node v4 and
constructs a path ( v5, v1, v4, v2 ) firstly. However, node v3 is
forbidden to be added to the path v5, v1, v4, v2  since v2 and
v3 belong to different branches of the “OR” node. Next, a
new path v5, v1, v4, v3  is generated by adding the node v3 to

Input

V: a set of nodes in the network G

A: a set of arcs in the network G.
Cij: cost of arcs (i, j), (i, j) ∈ A.
s: origin node of the shortest path.
d: destination of the shortest path.
VC

i : set of nodes that are excluded from the path p if p contains node i.

Sets

P: the path sets p1, p2, . . . , in which pi contains the nodes of the path from node s to d.
VF

i : a set of forbidden nodes for the path pi, VF � VF
1 , VF

2 , . . . .
VN

i : a set of the newly added node to the path pi, VN � VN
1 , VN

2 , . . . .
mi: binary variable, mi � 1 if path pi is completed; 0, otherwise. M � m1, m2, . . . 

Output

p∗: set of nodes in the shortest path;
f: the cost of the shortest path p∗.

Process

Step 1: initialize p1 � d{ }, m1 � 0, VF
i � ∅, VN

i � d{ }, c1 � 0
Step 2: set f � 2 · (i,j)∈ACij

Step 3: while ∃mi � 0, pi ∈ P

Step 3.1: select the first path pi that satisfies mi � 0, pi ∈ P

Step 3.2: if ci >f

Step 3.2.1: set mi � 1
Step 3.2.2: go to Step 3
Step 3.3: if VN

i � s or VN
i � ∅

Step 3.3.1: set f � ci

Step 3.3.2: set p∗⟵pi

Step 3.3.3: set mi � 1
Step 3.3.4: go to Step 2
Step 3.4: for vN in VN

i :
Step 3.4.1: select the precursor nodes of v, denoted by VPre

Step 3.4.2: for vPre in VPre:
Step 3.4.2.1: select VC

vPre (the conflict nodes of vPre ), denoted by VC

Step 3.4.2.2: set vC⟵VC ∩pi

Step 3.4.2.3: if vC � ∅
Step 3.4.2.3.1: add vPre to pi, pi⟵pi ∪ vPre 

Step 3.4.2.3.2: delete vN in VN
i ,V

N
i ⟵VN

i / vN 

Step 3.4.2.3.3: add vPre to VN
i , VN

i ⟵VN
i ∪ vPre 

Step 3.4.2.3.4: set ci⟵ ci + v∈pi
CvPre ,v

else
Step 3.4.2.3.5: generate a new path p|P|+1 � pi ∪ vPre /VC

Step 3.4.2.3.6: set m|P|+1 � 0, VN
|P|+1 � VN

i ∪ vPre /VC, VF
|P|+1 � VF

i ∪VC

Step 3.4.2.3.7: set c|P|+1⟵ ci − v∈pi
CvC,v + v∈p|P|+1

CvPre ,v

Step 3.4.2.3.8: add p|P|+1 to P

Step 3.4.2.3.9: set c|P|+1 � 0
Step 4: output p∗ and f

ALGORITHM 2: Breadth-first shortest-path algorithm.
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path v5, v1, v4  and removing the nodes conflicted by node
v3.-en, Algorithm 2 will expand the path v5, v1, v4, v2  and
a new path ( v5, v1, v4, v3 ) into feasible paths linking the
original node and destination and calculate their costs.

5.2. Node Cut-Off Search Based on Precursor. Algorithm 3
searches the shortest path by cutting off redundant branches
of OR nodes based on a full-linked network G. First,

Algorithm 3 selects all the nodes that have precursor rela-
tionship of the destination and adds the arcs among the
selected nodes to the path, denoted by G; then, Algorithm 3
reserves one branch of each OR node in G and cuts out other
branches to form a feasible path p connecting the original
node and destination; finally, the algorithm calculates the arc
costs in p and outputs p and its cost.

Figure 4(a) shows a full-linked network connecting the
origin node s and the destination d, as a result, generated

v1

v2 v3

v5

v4

OR

(a)

v2 v3

v5

v4
v1

OR

(b)

Figure 3: Algorithm 2 generates paths which selects the branches of an “OR” node. (a) A constructing path v5, v1, v4, v2  and (b) a new
constructing path v5, v1, v4, v3 .

Input

s: origin node.
d: destination node.
V: a set of nodes in the network G;
A: a set of arcs in the network G;
Cij: cost of arc (i, j), (i, j) ∈ A.

Sets

Bi: set of branches of OR node i, i ∈ V;
VPre

i : set of precursor nodes of node i, VPre
i � j | (i, j) ∈ A, i ∈ V .

p: the shortest path, represented by the nodes in the shortest path.

Output

p: the shortest path p;
f: cost of path p

Process

Step 1: initialize p � d{ }.
Step 2: select the precursor nodes of the nodes in p, denoted as VPre, VPre � j | (j, i) ∈ A, j ∉ p, i ∈ p .
Step 3: while VPre ≠∅
Step 3.1: add VPre to p, p � p∪VPre

Step 3.2: update VPre, VPre � j | (j, i) ∈ A, j ∉ p, i ∈ p .
Step 4: select all the OR nodes in p, denoted as VO.
Step 5: for v in VO

Step 5.1: select the branch b with minimal cost in Bv.
Step 5.2: select the nodes of other branches, denoted by VB

Step 5.3: remove the nodes in VB from path p, p⟵p/VB

Step 6: calculate the cost f of the arcs (i, j) in p, i, j ∈ p

Step 7: output the path p and the cost f

ALGORITHM 3: Node cut-off search based on the precursor.
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from Step 1 to Step 3 of Algorithm 3. -e network G is
constructed by initializing from destination d and recur-
sively adding all the precursors of the nodes in the network,
in which solid arrow lines denote the linked arc. -ere exists
one OR node (denoted as OR in Figure 4) in G. As the results
of the cutting process from Step 4 to Step 5 of Algorithm 3, a
feasible shortest path is obtained by cutting off the redun-
dant branches of node OR, as shown in Figure 4(b).-e arcs,
(OR, v3), (v3, v2), (v2, v1) , denote the cut-off branch and
are represented by dotted arrow lines in Figure 4(b).

5.3. Random Depth-First Search. -e random depth-first
search initializes the destination as the first node in the path
and adds the precursors of the nodes in the path until the
path includes the origin node and its successors. When
adding new nodes that belong to different branches of a
single OR node, the algorithm randomly selects one node
according to a predetermined threshold value. Algorithm 4
iterates multiple times to generate various paths and choose
the path with the minimal cost as the solution. Algorithm 4
presents the search processes.

Figure 5 displays the random selection of nodes among
different branches of a single OR node. When Algorithm 4
adds one node (v3) to the path containing conflict nodes (v2),
we generate a random number (α) and a threshold value β,
and then compare the results when using them in the al-
gorithm. If α≤ β, the algorithm reserves the existing node
(v2) in the path and excludes the node (v3) from the path;
otherwise, the algorithm eliminates the current node (v2) out
and adds the node (v3) to the path.

6. Numerical Study

Taking the diesel engine (type number 6135) as an example,
we establish the AND/OR network for its D&A according to
the predecessor and subsequent relationship of component,
and then develop the shortest steps to disassemble and
assemble two specific parts. We used the Matlab 2018a for
the coding of the shortest-path planning model and the
search algorithm. And the model is solved by Gurobi 7.25
(https://www.gurobi.com/). We execute the program in the

environment of the 64-bit Windows 7 operating system in a
computer with Intel Core i7-5500U dual-core CPU, 8GB
RAM.

6.1. Network Construction. As for the single node in the
AND/OR network, the parts and component operations of
the diesel engine are defined through the following attri-
butes: parts or components to be disassembled, such as
instrument boxes, water supply valves, and return pipes;
tools to be used, such as inner diameter gauges, torque
wrenches, and particle adsorption tools; specific actions
performed, such as the circle assembly, visual inspection,
and wiping; specific scenarios conducting performance, such
as the water supply line area, control panel, and fuel supply
area. For a given power facility and workspace, the above
four attributes uniquely identify an operation. Figure6shows
the AND/OR network of D&A operations for the diesel
engine, where the diamond node represents the “OR” node.
-e network has 394 common nodes, 115 “OR” nodes, and
1143 directed arcs.

Figure 7 is the result of conceptualizing the AND/OR
network by a real-world case using the diesel engine (type
number 6135). Our team took about one year to construct
and verify this diagram with specialized operators in our lab
and the cooperative companies. Because we need to find all
possible successors of operation when it is determined, we
must try all possibilities of D&A methods. As studied in the
above paragraph, we denote all four categories of infor-
mation for every node. -en, we coded the diagram into
structured text tables corresponding to the four groups. So,
we named this diagram a conceptualized AND/OR network
for the D&A operations because we denoted the nodes and
arcs with the four categories of information. We also added
annotations to the nodes and arcs. -en, we used Algo-
rithm 1 to convert the conceptualized network to a struc-
tured network. -e “OR” nodes are in green color.

To test the effectiveness of the mathematical program-
ming model and the search algorithms, we generate the data
sets of AND/OR networks, in which the number of nodes
ranges from 10 to 5000 and the number of arcs ranges from
10 to 8000. Using the above network as a base, we generated

s

OR
v3

v1

d

v2

(a)

v3

v1
v2

s

OR

d

(b)

Figure 4: Algorithm 3 cuts off redundant branches of the OR node: (a) a full-linked network connecting s and d and (b) cut-off one branch
of node OR.
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the test data sets by removing nodes or inserting nodes to the
existing networks by similar methods in the literature
[24–26].

6.2. Results andDiscussion. In the following, we conduct the
experiments on the generated data sets by using the MILP
model, Algorithms 2–4. We used Gurobi 7.25, an on-shelf
solver of mathematical programs to solve the MILP model.
-e run time of the MILP solver for solving an instance once

is limited to 3600 seconds. -e number of iterations of
Algorithm 4 for one example is 100.

Table 2 presents the experimental results of the model
and the search algorithm.-e computing time (CT) includes
the code compiling time and the solving time. As an indi-
cator for comparing the results between the proposed al-
gorithms and the MILP model, a gap between the results is
calculated by Gap � (fAlgorithm − fMILP)/fMILP · 100. For the
instances with more than 2000 nodes, the MILP solver
cannot return an optimal result before the run time

Input

V: a set of nodes in the network G

A: a set of arcs in the network G.
Cij: cost of arcs (i, j), (i, j) ∈ A.
s: origin node of the shortest path.
d: destination of the shortest path.
VC

i : set of nodes that are excluded from the path p if p contains node i.
β: a given threshold value for choosing the node in branches of the “OR” node.
N: the maximal number of iterations

Sets

P: the path sets p1, p2, . . . , in which pi contains the nodes of the path from node s to d.
VF: the set of forbidden nodes.
VN: the set of new-added nodes to path p.

Output

p∗: set of nodes in the shortest path;
f: the cost of the shortest path p∗.

Process

Step 1: initialize i � 1, f � (i,j)∈ACij

Step 2: while i< � N

Step 2.1: initialize pn � d{ }, VF � ∅, VN � d{ }

Step 2.2: while VN ≠∅
Step 2.2.1: for vN in VN:
Step 2.2.1.1: select the precursor nodes of v, denoted by VPre

Step 2.2.1.2: for vPre in VPre:
Step 2.2.2.2.1: select VC

vPre
(the conflict nodes of vPre ), denoted by VC

Step 2.2.2.2.2: if VC ∩pi � ∅
add vPre to p, p⟵p∪ vPre 

delete vN in VN,VN⟵VN/ vN 

add vPre to VN, VN⟵VN ∪ vPre 

else
randomly generate a value α, α ∈ [0, 1]

if α> β
add vPre to p, p⟵p∪ vPre 

delete the conflict nodes of vPre in p, p⟵p/VC

delete the conflict nodes of vPre in VN,VN⟵VN/VC

add vPre to VN, VN⟵VN ∪ vPre 

else
go to Step 2.2.1

Step 2.3: calculate the cost ci of arcs among the nodes of pi

Step 2.4: if ci <f

Step 2.4.1: set f � ci

Step 2.4.2: set pi as the best path p∗, p∗⟵pi

Step 3: output p∗ and f

ALGORITHM 4: Random depth-first search.
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limitation, and then the objective value at the termination
time is recorded as a result.

-e MILP model can obtain the optimal results for the
instances within 1500 nodes under the run time limitation,
and for the example with more than 2000 nodes, near-
optimal results are generated by the solver with termination
conditions. -e execution time of the MILP model increases
rapidly when the number of nodes rises, driven by the time
for handling the increasing number of the variables and
constraints. Algorithm 2 generates the result close to the
MILP solver and outperforms the MILP solver. Further-
more, Algorithm 2 requires much less computing time to
obtain the solution, although we observed some fluctuations
in the computing time when the number of nodes and arcs
changes. Algorithm 3 has advantages against the MILP

solver and other algorithms from the perspective of com-
puting time, and it takes less than four seconds to solve the
largest instance. However, the gaps in the results of Algo-
rithm 3 are higher than other methods, and the gaps grow
much when the scale of the problem expands. Algorithm 4
can find the optimal solutions for the instances of less than
100 nodes, and it outperforms Algorithm 3 in the view of the
resultant values. Compared with Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4
spends less time to solve the problem according to the
configuration of the iteration number, although they use a
similar search strategy.

-e experimental results show that the complete dis-
assembly of the diesel engine requires a minimum of 954
steps, as shown in Figure 8. Figures 6 and 9 present the
optimization results for the 11 and 52 nodes.

v2v1

v1

v3

v2 v3

v1 v2 v3

OR

v

OR

v

OR

v

α ≤ β

α > β

Figure 5: Branches of an “OR” node in Algorithm 4 according to α and β.

3

1

6

7

9 10 11

8

4 5

2

Figure 6: AND/OR network of the D&A operations for the diesel engine.
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Figure 7: -e AND/OR network of disassembly operations for the diesel engine.

Figure 8: -e shortest path of a network of 10 nodes and 15 edges.
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7. Remarks and Conclusions

-ere are strict pre- and postrelationships between the
operation of parts and components of the ship diesel engine
D&A process, and some of them need to be selected by
experienced judgments. Although the process manual
stipulates the D&A steps, precautions, and component

installation sequence, the actual D&A of specific parts often
relies on manual experience due to the wide variety of parts
and the complicated D&A steps.

-is paper first establishes the AND/OR network for
the operation based on the predecessor relationship of
the node and the subsequent selection of the judgment
node. Secondly, we developed the mathematical program

Table 2: Comparison between different algorithms.

Node Arc
MILP solver Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3 Algorithm 4

f CT/s f CT/s Gap (%) f CT/s Gap (%) f CT/s Gap (%)
11 15 11 0.45 11 0.08 0.00 11 0.01 0.00 11 0.07 0.00
20 31 25 0.76 25 0.06 0.00 25 0.01 0.00 25 0.04 0.00
30 46 15 1.23 15 0.02 0.00 38 0.01 153.33 15 0.01 0.00
43 65 16 2.21 16 0.04 0.00 37 0.01 131.25 45 0.02 181.25
52 77 47 3.06 47 0.07 0.00 62 0.01 31.91 47 0.03 0.00
64 98 54 4.42 54 0.04 0.00 72 0.00 33.33 54 0.02 0.00
72 105 16 5.57 16 0.01 0.00 72 0.00 350.00 46 0.01 187.50
83 126 21 7.22 21 0.01 0.00 76 0.00 261.90 25 0.01 19.05
90 146 112 8.46 112 0.08 0.00 119 0.00 6.25 112 0.03 0.00
101 163 129 10.57 129 0.07 0.00 135 0.00 4.65 129 0.06 0.00
204 310 80 42.26 80 0.04 0.00 207 0.01 158.75 118 0.02 47.50
303 472 42 92.92 42 0.03 0.00 335 0.03 697.62 214 0.02 409.52
401 631 356 162.85 356 0.21 0.00 504 0.02 41.57 448 0.11 25.84
501 797 79 254.59 79 0.07 0.00 628 0.14 694.94 79 0.06 0.00
602 957 516 367.41 516 0.31 0.00 780 0.03 51.16 679 0.24 31.59
701 1103 413 498.12 413 0.63 0.00 863 0.13 108.96 533 0.26 29.06
802 1260 697 652.40 697 0.63 0.00 971 0.17 39.31 762 0.37 9.33
901 1453 614 823.42 614 0.99 0.00 1165 0.93 89.74 672 0.49 9.45
1005 1604 853 1024.83 853 1.16 0.00 1313 0.19 53.93 943 0.62 10.55
1504 2387 1007 2302.60 1007 3.48 0.00 1825 0.87 81.23 1514 3.13 50.35
2000 3168 1314 3600.00 1186 4.68 -9.74 2517 2.09 91.55 1686 2.14 28.31
2501 3984 1925 3600.00 1869 4.28 -2.91 3076 2.24 59.79 2208 3.47 14.70
3002 4768 744 3600.00 738 1.46 -0.81 3764 2.32 405.91 1298 1.35 74.46
3504 5565 869 3600.00 802 2.80 -7.71 4396 6.08 405.87 1461 1.44 68.12
4003 6366 950 3600.00 861 2.47 -9.37 4969 7.90 423.05 3393 1.60 257.16
4500 7118 2066 3600.00 1921 4.08 -7.02 5389 19.92 160.84 2795 2.46 35.29
5003 7944 968 3600.00 881 3.69 -8.99 6131 36.04 533.37 1332 2.60 37.60
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Figure 9: -e shortest path of the AND/OR network with 64 nodes and 98 edges: (a) integer-programming model optimization results and
(b) precursor-based “OR” node cut-off search.
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and designed the heuristics algorithms to optimize the
shortest path between the nodes. Considering the “AND”
relationship between nodes and the selective successor of the
“OR” node, the shortest-path search and optimization
method of the OR network is proposed.

Taking a typical ship diesel engine as an example, we
tested the effectiveness of the model and algorithm for
application. Based on the designed AND/OR network
covering multiple nodes and arcs, we compared the opti-
mization efficiency of the planning model and algorithms.
-e results show that the breadth-first shortest-path algo-
rithm can achieve solutions close to the optimal ones
returned by solving the mathematical program. -erefore,
the method is useful for solving SEPDA problems. As for
future research, we will study various network traversal
search algorithms, network evaluation methods, D&A se-
quence evaluation, and data-driven and intelligent D&A
evaluation and optimization methods. Additionally, we will
extend the studies on general D&A sequencing problems by
considering new features in marine diesel engine D&A
problems for generality.
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